HIROSHIMA PEACE PROJECT

Live in a world FREE from nuclear weapons

The startling development of military technology has entirely insulated the acts of war from human realities and feelings. — Daisaku Ikeda

April 16-19, 2007
10am – 4pm
Outside the University Union
Creation of 1000 paper cranes
Signature collection for the abolition of Nuclear Weapons

April 20, 2007
12pm to 4pm
University Union
Room #311
Guest Speakers
Robert Terrell, Phd, CSUEB
Jack Daisaki – a Survivor of the Atomic Bomb
Exhibit of Panels
Open discussion
Free refreshment provided

Once is enough!

CAL STATE UNIVERSITY EAST BAY
25800 Carlos Bee Blvd., Hayward, CA 94542

Transform Power Games to Humanitarianism
Join The Movement for World Peace

Presented by the Hiroshima Peace Project Committee

Local sponsors- Starbucks, Peets, Quisnos, Food Source & SaveMart